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Product Description
• Posters are frequently used to share data and are an essential piece of numerous meetings, 

workshops and shows. They might be utilized to exhibit very comprehensive material, thus 
it is imperative that the data on them is well spread out, intelligible and appealingly 
exhibited[1].Posters are a collection of visuals displayed as notifications, warnings or 
incentives which usually contain several images [2The poster is an assembly from several 
image that produce visual elements that can attract people attention and convey a short 
message[3].Using poster media containing familiar objects in the form of pictures and 
familiar activities to obtain words, and using inquiry-oriented strategies [4The poster media 
containing this collection of images contains a lot of vocabulary and it is hoped that 
students will acquire new vocabulary [5]. Teachers can use poster media which is an 
appropriate learning model for transferring knowledge to students.Luth Badila's time man 
is one of the posters that can used to make learning process more interesting
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Product Content
Several unique display produced in this big book such as on the poster using a combination of Pop-up in 

clock as to produce a raised pictures, then the use of flashy colors, and on the top of poster gives an 
interesting impression by decorating clock and gear.On the right and left side include subject matter that can 
use for teacher to explain to student, before the main attractive clock used.In center of posters, include robot 
which the head of it can rotate 360° that contain of clock.In top left of posters contain quiz that use to ask 
student.The explanation of the materials used during the Luth Badila’s Learning Time Posters making process 
is as follows: 

1. The content part of the material uses the combination of the cardboard, manila paper and paperboard.

2. The making of Luth Badila’s Larning Time is done by handmade. The picture is attached to the paperboard is 
the result using hvs paper that sticked to the buffalo with flashy colors  to attract student attention.

3. As finishing, decorated with gear and several other things and given iron on the top and bottom so it is  
sturdier
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User Instraction
1. Teacher explain the content of learning media :
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• The teacher explains the learning material in the picture above, such as 08.00 
is 8 o'clock, 08.05 is five past eight, etc
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Use for student to rotate the clockwise to answer the quiz
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Use for student to take the quiz about the time in english
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• 2. Teacher Explain About The Time In English 

• 3. Teacher calling 5 student to come forward and then queue neatly  to answer the quiz that 
include in media one by one.

• 4.Students take the quiz from box then answer the question by rotating clockwise based on 
the question.

• 5.Student have 10 seconds to answer the questions by rotating clockwise in head of robot.

• 6.If the student in front of queue cannot answet the question, the other student behind him 
come forward and the student that cannot answer the question goes to back and so on.

• 7. In case one group has finished, they are given the opportunity to answer and there are 
questions that are not answered, then the other groups will come forward to answer and so 
on.
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